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in this issue
Our 25th anniversary is now drawing to a close and we
have been delighted with the response to our numerous
celebrations and fundraising events. As you know Dine
and Donate was very successful, taking the Tree of Hope
story out to many more people who can spread the word
about the support we give to families and ensure more
people who may need our help get to hear about us.
We will run Dine and Donate again early in 2019 and to
launch this campaign we are publishing The Cook Book
which will be a celebration of the chefs, restaurants
and producers in West Kent where we are based. The
Cook Book will feature stories and recipes from these
businesses. It has long been known that Kent has a great
diversity in terms of its food and The Cook Book is also
a way of bringing the local community together in a
celebration of our wonderful food culture and history,
and of course to celebrate the great work of our charity.
To pre-order or purchase the book please follow this link:
www.treeofhope.org.uk/shop.
This year also saw us run a successful Golf Day, Dragon
Boat Racing and another Sporting Heroes lunch this time
with Willie John McBride, Chris Cowdrey and our Commonwealth Gold winning table tennis playing patron,
Ross Wilson. In addition to this our many supporters
were thanked at a mid summer day party at Tonbridge
castle supported by the amazing Marks and Spencer’s
team from the Tunbridge Wells store and serenaded by
The Dad Pack singing from the Great American Song
Book and the 50s and 60s. Thanks to all for a wonderful
night where even the weather didn’t disappoint!
So after a long hot summer of great fundraising let us
hope for more successes for all our fundraising in the
run up to this Christmas- I know I have said it before but
where has this year disappeared to?
Please do contact us with any thoughts or comments on
this issue at Info@treeofhope.org.uk we would love to
hear from you.
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HELLO
October already… time flies
when you’re having fun! Summer
is over (at this time of year I
jump for joy to fling on a pair
of jeans and fluffy coat but I
give it a few weeks before I’ll be
dreaming of summer again) and
for the marketing and fundraising
department it was filled with

Important Notices
Mailing List

Over the past few months you
may have received some emails
from us asking to update your
information and communication
preferences. If you have any
changes please do let us know
via info@treeofhope.org.uk or
to update your communication
preferences head to our
website www.treeofhope.org.
uk to sign up to our mailing lists
and ensure you keep up to date
with all news and events!

one our biggest projects to date
- The Cook Book – Sevenoaks /
Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells
a recipe book that will include
recipes from, and the stories
behind, some of West Kent’s
favourite eateries and will raise
vital funds for Tree of Hope. The
excitement has been building here
– we can’t wait for you all to
get your hands on a copy. It’s
been a totally different project

Supplier Forms

Please be aware that every
supplier will need to fill out
one of our Supplier Application
Forms and be registered with
Tree of Hope before an invoice
can be submitted.
At Tree of Hope we are
responsible for, and committed
to safeguarding of our children
and families without exception.
The supplier application form
is a step in our safeguarding
procedure that ensures you and
your safety is at the heart of
what we do.
Please contact accounts@
treeofhope.org.uk for more
information.

to work on, and as a food lover
myself, a great one to be a part
that will raise much needed funds
for Tree of Hope.
I also found myself in a Dragon
Boat for one last time at the final
Bewl Water Dragon Boat Festival.
Sadly we didn’t make it to the
final but we had another fun year
of fundraising!
Harriet Kerly, Editor

Making Donations

Just Giving is the best online
giving platform out there
which is why so many charities,
including Tree of Hope, use
it as their platform of choice.
However, if your supporters –
individuals or corporates - are
making one off donations to
your campaign it is best to
direct them to make a BACS
transfer. It is a faster mode of
donation and also means it
does not incur the 5% fee that
Just Giving charge on each
donation. We can Gift Aid it too
if its a qualification donations.
Tree of Hope’s bank details are
as below.
Account Name: Tree of Hope
Account Name: 21862665
Sort Code: 23 05 80
Reference: Please ensure you
reference the child’s name so
that we can allocate the money
to their fund as quickly and
efficiently as possible.

Available to pre-order now at
www.treeofhope.org.uk/shop

Out November 1st!
All profits go to Tree of Hope.
Foreword by Michel Roux Jr.
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Fundraising News
Daytime Healthcare Recruitment
The fabulous team at Daytime Healthcare
Recruitment held an incredibly scrumptious cake sale
in aid of Tree of Hope over the Summer and have so
far raised over £350 for Tree of Hope.

Golf Day
Back in July Tree of Hope held their third summer golf day at Knole Park Golf Club, Sevenoaks – the course has over 1000
acres of parkland and its own herd of 400 deer! With teams from PS2 Consulting, ID&C, Thomson Snell and Passmore the
competition winners were Neptune Tonbridge and raised a fantastic £2000 for Tree of Hope. Huge thank you to all the teams,
club, sponsors and prize donations for making it a fantastic and successful day.

Dragon Boat Racing
This year we took to the water for a third year running at
the Bewl Water Dragon Boat Racing Festival! Two teams
The Floaters and The Drifters paddled for Tree of Hope
– sadly no victory was bought home but The Floaters did
make it to the final! Huge thanks to everybody who came
down, rowed & fundraised for Tree of Hope including the
Thomson Snell and Passmore team!

Summer Party
This year we got to work with the amazing
Marks and Spencer team again on a summer
party fundraiser, celebrating Tree of Hope’s
25th anniversary and all our amazing
supporters who have helped us along the
way to support more and more seriously ill
and disabled children. With thanks to The
Dad Pack for amazing live music, Chin Chin
Bars for wonderful cocktails, including a
special Tree of Hope cocktail, and of course
to the forever dedicated Marks and Spencer
team for all their time, and working making
the evening such a success.
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Blue Skies Ahead
Quantum Reflex Integration
specific movements and
exercises and/or manually
holding or stimulating
individual points on the body.
The QRI laser is used to
stimulate reflex pathways
and acu-reflex points with
the intention of integrating
primitive reflexes that have
not matured. Integration
of reflexes often leads
to significantly improved
behaviour, speech, physical
functioning and cognitive
development.

Here at Tree of Hope, we are always
interested in learning what services
and techniques are out there for our
families to be aware of and learn about.
Samantha Tebb runs Blue Skies Ahead,
based in the North-West of England
- a wellness and development centre
for neurorehabilitation therapies and
programmes for children with disabilities,
which is run in conjunction with Neuro
Rehab Therapy.
Samantha provides an education on
Quantum Reflex Integration, a technique
that helps develop reflexes in children
that are the building blocks to essential
developments. Samantha, over to you!
Primitive Reflexes are automatic,
involuntary movements, such as blinking
or startling, which develop and are active
in utero. They are building blocks for
our neurological development and their
importance is often neglected in therapy
and rehabilitation.
Typically, after the first year of life these
automatic movements mature into
postural reflexes and become controlled
by the brain. If this does not happen and
they remain active our ability to learn,
manage our emotions and impulses and
reach motor milestones are affected.
Quantum Reflex Integration (QRI)™,
developed by The Symphony of Reflexes
author Bonnie Brandes, combines the
powerful effects of cold laser, sound and
reflex integration techniques. Traditionally,
methods of Reflex Integration include

Cold lasers also known as Low
Level Laser Therapy (LLLT)
are used therapeutically in
settings all over the world and
studies have shown that they can improve
cognition such as attention and memory,
mitochondrial dysfunction and immune
system function, pain and brain injury.
Cold lasers penetrate the skin with no
heating effect or damage, they work at
the cellular level and can increase levels
of Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) which
provides our cells energy.
The QRI Harmonic laser is Class 1 rated
and is safe for personal daily home use.
It exposes tissues to red, violet and near
infrared (NIR) laser diodes. Red lasers
are known to benefit the peripheral and
central nervous system along with muscle,
fascia and ligaments. Violet lasers relax the
system and support brain dominance and
NIR is neuroprotective and can improve
behaviour as Parkinson’s Disease studies
suggest.
The QRI is used in over 70 countries
worldwide helping children with
neurodevelopmental disorders such as
Autism and ADHD, physical disabilities
such as cerebral palsy, Down’s Syndrome,
brain injury and for anxiety to name a few.
Regularly documented improvements
include speech, eye contact and reduction
in behavioural challenges. Children with
physical disabilities quickly start to reach
gross and fine motor milestones and
their muscle tone changes. Physiology
is affected with improvements to sleep,
digestion, elimination and bedwetting.
Academic abilities improve as the

brain is better able to effectively focus,
concentrate and process and recall
information efficiently.
Duration and frequency of sessions vary
dependent on the age of the client, their
tolerance levels and symptoms. They can
range from 20 mins to 60 mins and occur
daily.
For optimal results the QRI should be used
at home daily as part of a child’s therapy
tool kit. The protocols are easy to follow
and are accompanied with online videos
and support.
Before a family decides to invest in this
equipment they undertake intensive
sessions with a QRI trained therapist,
these are encouraged to further
understand the benefits and how to
implement this therapy.
Blue Skies Ahead provides a range of
other therapies including QRI which some
of our children attend. Lydia, Theo’s Mum
told us “My son Theo and I have been
using Blue Skies for over three years
now”. She went on to tell us that Sam and
her team provide a range of alternative
therapies which she is always looking to
extend to provide the best therapy for her
clients. Theo has a rare form of muscular
dystrophy and Lydia is fundraising with
the Tree of Hope to provide as much
therapy as possible outside what the NHS
can provide. Lydia went on to say “At
Blue Skies we have used her hyperbaric
chamber, had crania sacral therapy and a
therapy called body talk. Sam also has a
wide knowledge of other therapies and is
very willing to provide recommendations
on other ways to help your child.”

If you are thinking of
fundraising for therapy at
Blue Skies Ahead or for other
equipment or treatment
contact Georgie or Lee in our
Family Support Team on
01892 535525 or via
families@treeofhope.org.uk
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Mighty Malaya

Malaya is on a mission to have SDR (selective dorsal rhizotomy), a life changing operation that will
transform her life. With support from Tree of Hope, her parents Buster and Kristine are raising the
£42,500 to allow her to have the operation, therapy and equipment that will enable her to become
more independent, mobile and pain free.
Malaya has cerebral palsy, a condition
that means she has very tight muscles
throughout her arms, legs and core and,
at the moment Malaya has to do 2-3
sessions of physiotherapy and stretching
to keep her movement as complete as
possible.

6

Malaya’s family came to Tree of Hope
to start a campaign aiming to raise over
£40,000 so that she can have SDR
(selective dorsal rhizotomy), a life changing
operation that will enable her to be more
mobile and independent. With thanks to

parents Buster and Kristine and a whole
heap of friends, family and supporters,
after just six months of fundraising with
Tree of Hope the campaign has now hit
(over) the half way mark to its goal.
SDR transforms lives. It is a neurosurgical
procedure in which nerve roots are cut
▶

and split, and reduces spasticity and pain
in the patient, plus over time increases
flexibility.
Like for many, SDR will transform
Malaya’s life for the better. “Malaya’s
physical progress in terms of unaided
sitting, standing and potentially walking
is currently hindered by the spasticity she
has in her muscles, the tone issues she
has from her CP (cerebral palsy) makes it
very hard to co-ordinate her movements
and develop learning patterns in balance
and physical movements. SDR is the only
operation or treatment known that can
accurately and acutely release and remove
the tone from her muscles, predominantly
in her legs and lower body to help us
progress in the a fore mentioned physical
activities. All daily activities including
moving transitions, toileting and sleeping
should also benefit from increased coordination and lower tone.”
At the moment life can be challenging but
despite this Malaya is a very happy and
sociable little girl. “Getting out and about
is challenging” explains Buster “but we
are never held back and Mum especially
does a great job of finding ways around
access to make sure she is never left out”.
She loves to go horse-riding which really
helps with her balance too. Play dates,
treats and shopping for matching outfits
with mum are also on the top of the list of
things Malaya loves to do!
Fundraising can take time but fundraising
with a registered charity like Tree of Hope
brings many benefits that will help boost
your campaign. This includes access to
trust and foundation donations, gift aid
claims, corporate support and matched
funding. “Tree of Hope has been an
amazing choice for us, one donation in

particular organised by an old school
friend of over £3500 wouldn’t have
happened at all but for the national
recognition of the Tree of Hope, coming
from a large private company they
required the donation to got to a national
registered charity status. This for us was
huge and we are so grateful! Tree of
Hope also deal with all the paperwork,
accounting and legal requirements for
raising money and generally make it
so easy for us to just focus on raising
money!”

If you would like to support
Malaya on her mission for
SDR please visit
www.treeofhope.org.uk/
mightymalaya.

Tree of Hope supports seriously ill and
disabled children by empowering their
families to fundraise to obtain the medical
treatment, therapy or equipment they
need to transform their life. We support
families throughout their whole campaign
to ensure they reach their goal and every
child gets the medical care they need.
“Don’t hesitate, they (Tree of Hope) are
always at the end of the phone with
help and ideas. They have sent us all
the supportive advertising things we
have needed, collection pot stickers and
balloons for example. The main thing they
provide however is the platform to be
seen everywhere and share your story to a
much wider audience than we could have
achieved with just friends and family.”
Malaya’s family have had a hugely
successful campaign so far and are
continuing to fundraise with plenty of
events and challenges lined up. “We have
a few great ideas planned and at this stage
we are still blown away and so thankful
for where we are at and how well we have
done, the biggest thing we have planned is
a charity ball closer to Christmas for which
we have had offers already for performers
and caterers! Arranging these fundraiser
events takes time and lots of effort from
lots of people so
we are focusing
on one event at a
time, the bike ride
is happening very
soon and all of our
focus is there right
now to make sure
it’s as successful as
possible!

If you are thinking about
fundraising for your child’s
medical therapy, treatment
or equipment please contact
our Family Support Team on
01892535525 or via
families@treeofhope.org.uk
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The Story of Neu

And these are my fantasti
James.

BEEP… BEEP… BEEP…BEEP!
Be-gin Ro-bot sy-stem ac-ti-va-tion…
Max-i-mum pow-er –
check!
Vis-u-al pow-er
–
check!
Hum-an voice ac-tiv-a-tion – check!

Spasticity Service

The story of Neuroman
and
Selective Dorsal Rhizotomy
Information for children

We have got some import
you, all about SDR at Alder
Merseyside.

Hello, my name is Neuroman...

1.

But when the children explained that Alder Hey’s
fantastic physios, Chris and Morag, showed them
exactly what to do,
the whirring noise
stopped and his
supersonic,
electronic,
multi-coloured
eyeballs began
to sparkle again.

2.

And mine! I knew how
important it was to strengthen
my muscles before the
operation because the super
surgeons and fantastic physios
didn’t just talk to grown-ups,
they talked to me!
I like the way they do that at
Alder Hey!

When I was re
have my operati
mum stayed wi
while the docto
me a special dr
help me to rela

I like the way Alder Hey le
with you next to your bed
on the ward, even when yo

You see the exercises
helped my body to get
ready for the SDR op.

6.
8

7.

uroman and SDR.

tic friends, Megan and

Megan and James can use my mega mechanical
body to explain to you what happens if some of my
wires become funny! They will show you how the
wonderful staff at Alder Hey used SDR to help take
away the stiffness from their legs so that they could to
do more stuff for themselves, like bending their legs,
sleeping better, getting about and reducing pain.

tant Neuro-News to tell
r Hey Children’s Hospital in

Then we saw a beautiful surgeon called
Miss Pettorini who asked if we would work very
hard doing special exercises or an activity such as
swimming or riding a bike every day at home and in
hospital before and after the operation. Of course we
also have rest days each week otherwise we would get
too tired!!

OK you two, let’s go!

You will-a ! Bellissimo! It’s- a verrrry
important-a!
First the doctors had to
decide if SDR was right for
us so they talked to us and
fantastic physios showed us
some exercises to practise.

3.

eady to
tion, my
ith me
or gave
rink to
ax.

4.

A spine is like a road
which connects our
brains up with the rest
of our body. It uses
special messengers
called nerves to tell
our bodies what to do.

Then after you have the drink they put some
sleeping stuff called anaesthetic into your hand
like this…

et your Mum or Dad stay
for the whole time you are
ou are asleep at night time.

The anaesthetic whizzes
around your body to make
sure that you have a nice
sleep while Alder Hey’s Super
Surgeon, Miss Pettorini, does
a very special SDR operation
on your back, right in your
spine.

What’s a spine and why does
yours need a special operation?

8.

For a moment Neuroman
looked puzzled. His
electronic eyes began to blink
and a funny whirring noise
came out of his ears. He did
not understand how Megan
and James knew which
exercises to do.

9.

5.

Left hand
wave

Right leg
bend

Coool! So it works like
traffic lights on a road or a
mobile phone texting a
message or a keyboard on a
computer?

Yes sort of. When you want to
do stuff like move your arms
and legs, you think of it in your
brain and your brain sends the
right message through. But my
messages got mixed up so my
legs stayed stiff and I couldn’t
do some stuff.

10.
9

So what happens
after the SDR
operation?

Beep!
Beep!!
Beep!
Beep!!

That’s what
happens to me
when my system
short circuits!

So how do you sort that out

With help from Alder Hey’s fa
lots and lots and LOTS of our

First of all the nurses
give you medicine to
take away any
headaches or pains.

Beep!
Beep!!
Beep!
Beep!!
Beep!
Beep!!

Don’t worr
the operati
just rest in
for about 2
and don’t
exercising
third day.
you start g
exercises i

So when Miss Pettorini did our operations she
made it easier for our messages to get through
by splitting up some of our messenger nerves to
stop the traffic jams!

Right hand
wave

Left leg
bend

Like splitting up some
of the wires in my
back!
Exactly!

Then you realise that the pain
in your legs has almost gone
away completely and they
are not stiff anymore!
Actually, they go all floppy
and bendy because most of
the spasticity has gone and
your muscles are not used
to moving when it is
not there.

11.

12.

Day 3

You do get used to
doing your exercises
and it is definitely
worth it because the
operation has reduced
the spasticity in my legs!

Oops
and I stil
message
down fo
Stan

I can get my feet flatter than I could before.
I can do more stuff like get around by myself
on my sticks and walker.

Tha
n

16.

SDR Update

10

Recent news that NHS England has approved Selective Dorsal
Rhizotomy (SDR) for the treatment of spasticity in Cerebral Palsy in
children aged 3-9yrs has sparked conversations with our existing
families as well as new enquiries to Tree of Hope. This is fantastic
news for many families, though much will depend on whether a child
falls within the scope of the criteria, and even then, if one or more
variables don’t fall within these it may still prevent a child from being

k You to everyone at

17.
eligible.
The good news is that as this falls under the remit of specialist
commissioning, when a child is eligible, it will be funded by NHS
England, which will avoid the chance of disparity through local
funding priorities. Families that believe they may be able to access
the treatment through this opportunity should speak with their
clinicians in the first instance.

Al

t?

really,

Phew, this is hard
work! How long do
you have to do your
exercises for?

antastic physios and
own hard work!

ry, after
tion you
n bed
2 days
start
until the
Then
gentle
in bed.

extremely,

mega

important!

You have to do your special
exercises every day while you
are in hospital which is about
3 weeks and then afterwards
every day at home and at
school for 2 whole years!
It is hard work and
it does tire you out,
especially at first,
I remember I felt really
tired!

You get lots of help from Alder Hey’s
fantastic physios and the brilliant community
physios where you live, and your own amazing
family at home of course. Sometimes instead of
doing exercises you can go to the park or to the
swimming pool because you will still be exercising
your muscles but in a different way.

But doing your exercises is...

13.

s, my batteries are low
ll have one more tele-visual
e to transmit before I shut
or recharging …
nd by everyone!
It’s coming through…

14.

15.

This booklet has been produced by the Spasticity Team at Alder Hey.
With particular thanks to
James and Megan and their families for their inspiration and support
Consultant Surgeon
Benedetta Pettorini
Physiotherapists
Christine Sneade
Morag Sangster
Patient Information Manager
Sheelaugh Greenslade
Alder Hey Neurosurgical and Neurophysiologist Teams
Storyline development
Illustrations

Hilary Keating
Mark Burgess

We are grateful to the Family of Brooke Emmington and Cassandra
Walkden for their financial contribution to the project.

lder Hey Chi
ldren’s Hospital

This booklet only gives general information. Do not rely on this booklet
alone for information about your treatment.
This information can be made available in other languages and formats
if requested.
Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust
Eaton Road, Liverpool.L12 2AP
0151 228 4811 www.alderhey.nhs.uk
Ref ©Alder Hey 2016

Huge thanks to the
spasticity team at
Alder Hey Children’s
Hospital for letting
us share the story of
Neuroman with all
of our families and
constantly support
children through
SDR.

Next review date: October 2018 PIAG. 070

18.
Sadly, as with all treatments, there are those thresholds to eligibility
that will not meet many more children’s needs, though with clinical
acknowledgement, there will still be self-funded options, and
Tree of Hope will obviously be here to support families with their
fundraising campaigns.
The change in criteria and funding from the NHS is a positive step
forward, and one that we really do welcome. There will always be
those that won’t be eligible and we, like many organisations, will do

what we can to keep discussions going on the wider health agenda
and funding.
In addition, there are more clinicians gaining positive reputations for
their work with Cerebral Palsy and treatment using SDR. Within the
UK there has been a marked increase in consultants with SDR as an
area of specialism. This offers options for families to consider when
seeking the operation, with the potential costs that can be saved by
travelling locally, or when seeking the right consultant.
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The Cook Book Sevenoaks Tonbridge Tunbridge Wells is Tree of Hope’s latest fundraising initiative that brings the
local food community together and raises vital funds for Tree of Hope. Find out what’s been going on…
At Tree of Hope we totally loved the
inaugural year of the Dine and Donate
campaign and the joy it brought to so
many homes, friends and familes locally
but also nationally too. Following on from
this and after a whole heap of research
back in May we joined forces with Meze
Publishing to produce a regional cookbook
for where we are based, the West Kent
region.
In Tonbridge, the home of Tree of Hope,
and its surrounding towns of Sevenoaks
and Tunbridge Wells, and their villages,
there is a huge food community that runs
throughout, and we wanted to bring this
together to create an incredible cookbook
that would help Tree of Hope raise
vital funds. With the help from blogger
Caroline Kings, Eat Around Tonbridge,
keen restaurant goer and food enthusiast
Charlotte Rodgers, and hugely talented

12

food photographer and blogger, Severien
Vits we have been able to collate a book
that every keen cook and food fan in the
area would love.
The Cook Book – Sevenoaks, Tonbridge
and Tunbridge Wells will include the
unknown secrets and stories from some
of the regions favourite eateries and
producers and feature some of their
legendary recipes for the home cooks
of the region to recreate in their own
kitchens.
After growing up in Hildenborough and
recognising the importance of West Kent’s
food community and the local producers,
chefs and eateries in the area, Kent born
Michelin star chef Michel Roux Jr. showed
his support by producing the foreword for
the book.

We’re so proud to say The Cook Book will
feature an eclectic range of recipes from
the likes of Sankey’s, The Small Holding,
The Plough at Ivy Hatch, Framptons, Vittle
and Swing, Fuller’s Farm Shop, The Poet at
Matfield, Daily Bread, The Beacon, Russell
Goad of @RustledUp, The Papermakers
Arms, Whiting and Hammond, Basil
Wholefoods, Sulston’s Kitchen, The Lemon
Grove, Cocolicious, The Greyhound, Bore
Place, The Warren, Gurkha Planet, Whole
Food Wake Up, Rendezvous, where you
can snap up a copy as well as at www.
treeofhope.org.uk/shop - All profits from
sales of The Cook Book raise vital funds
for Tree of Hope.

Take a look at book contributor
Sulston’s Kitchen’s delicious healthy
banana bread recipe!

Banana Bread
Makes a 2lb loaf tin (8 portions)

90g		
Coconut oil
450g		
Bananas		
35g		
Maple syrup
4		 Eggs
230g		
Ground almonds
1g		
Malden sea salt
1		
Vanilla pod
10g		
Baking powder
65g		
Coconut flour
Extra coconut oil to grease the tin.
Gently warm the extra coconut oil in a
saucepan and using a pastry brush coat
the inside of the loaf tin.
Using a food processor blend the
bananas and then add the rest of the
ingredients. Blend until all combined
and smooth.
Pour the mixture into the loaf tin and
cook in a pre-heated oven at 160°C for
1 hour.
Remove from the oven and allow to cool
slightly, then remove from the tin and
continue to cool on a cooling rack.

Chefs tip:

This is one of my favorite recipes as it is
so versatile. It is great as a snack on the go
any time of day.
It makes a great dessert warmed up with
some seasonal fruits, Greek yoghurt, roast
almonds and bee pollen as we serve it at
our Supper Clubs.
Also our 1 year old Sebastian loves it as a
healthy snack!

Recipe By:

“We are excited to be part of this project as through the love of food we are able to bring together
the community in Tonbridge and the surrounding areas to support such a great charity”
Ben Sulston, Sulston’s Kitchen
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Denny’s Fest!

Each year the dedicated team at Denny’s Place Barbers choose a charity for their annual fundraiser
‘Denny’s Fest’. This year their lovely customers had chosen Tree of Hope.

Earlier in the year we had a phone call
from one of our lovely families The
Bishop’s who had spotted we were up
for nomination and had won charity of
the year for this years Denny’s Place
fundraiser! Firstly, thank you to everybody
who voted for Tree of Hope and for
supporting the work we do for children in
the UK.

magicians, face painting and a whole set of
amazing raffle prizes from local businesses
including Larkins Brewery, Fuggles Beer
Café Tunbridge Wells, Pitcher and Piano
and more.

Each year the fabulously dedicated team
at Denny’s Place Barbers choose a charity
to support at the incredible ‘Denny’s Fest’,
a fundraiser in memory of their late father
Denny. Denny’s Place Barbers teamed up
with neighbours 14 Arrows Tattoos and
lots of other local businesses to put on an
event for the community that raised over
£3000 for Tree of Hope.

Louis Bishop, has quadriplegic cerebral
palsy, a condition that has a huge impact
on his every day life meaning he is unable
to sit up, walk, talk, eat or drink unaided.
Louis and his family have been fundraising
with Tree of Hope since 2014 and have
since raised over £40,000 for vital house
adaptations, therapy and equipment that
will help Louis’ develop, give him a better
quality of life and allow him to be involved
in daily family life.

Throughout the day there was live
music from lots of local musicians, BBQ,

The Bishop family also popped down on
the day to join in the fun and meet the
Denny’s Place and Tree of Hope team!

“It’s been amazing to support and raise
awareness of such a wonderful charity.
Meeting Louis who has been helped
by the Tree of Hope was a true honour
and watching his smile light up during
the event really showed what all this is
about. Thank you to the incredible team
at the Tree of Hope and to our new life
long friendship with them. “ Storm Rowe,
Denny’s Place
Huge thanks to all of the Denny’s Place
team for all their time, effort and work
on a brilliant fundraiser for Tree of Hope.
Donations and support like this enable
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Tree of Hope to help more seriously ill and
disabled children to obtain the specialist
medical care that would otherwise be
unavailable to them.

Support Tree of Hope
Tree of Hope offers hope to seriously ill and disabled children living in the UK and their families
by helping them to raise funds for vital operations that the NHS can’t provide, therapies and
treatments needed for rehabilitation and improvement, and specialist disability equipment and/
or adaptations to a family home.

We need your support to make a difference!

You can help to improve the lives of children with complex disabilities and illnesses by
making a regular donation or a one-off gift to Tree of Hope.

Your gift will enable Tree of Hope to:

• continue providing the legitimacy of belonging to a well-respected charity to hundreds of families, enabling them 		
to access funds for their child that would not be possible otherwise
• offer online giving platforms for fundraising, making the fundraising journey far more simple for the family than it could be
otherwise
• provide advice and guidance on the best ways of fundraising, and giving support throughout a family’s fundraising 		
campaign, including dealing with invoices and suppliers, and sharing news of other families in similar positions, 		
reducing the stress for families in very difficult situations

I want to support Tree of Hope to improve the lives of seriously ill and disabled children!
Please send to: Fundraising Manager, Salford House, Salford Terrace, 19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 2RN
Title

First Name				

		

Surname

Address								
Telephone						
I enclose a cheque made payable to Tree of Hope for

Email

£

I wish to make a gift regularly and have completed the Standing Order form below

Standing Order Please send to Tree of Hope (address above) not your bank
If you use online banking you can set up your standing order or make a one-off donation through your on-line account as you normally would
rather than completing this form. Please make us aware of any donations you send in this way by emailing accountsreceivable@treeofhope.
org.uk
Your Bank Name
Bank Address
Account Number					

Sort Code

Name(s) of Account Holder(s)
Please pay to HSBC, 2 Devonshire Road, Bexhill on Sea, East Sussex, TN40 1AT, for the credit of Tree of Hope,
Account Number 31498045, Sort Code 40-10-14
The sum of

£				

Please take my gift
Commencing

Once		

D D M M Y		 Y

(please repeat in words)
Weekly		

Monthly

Annually

until further notice

Signature 							
Please amend any previous standing order to this beneficiary

Date
Ref:

Gift Aid Tax Declaration

I confirm that I am a UK income Tax or Capital Gains Tax payer, of an amount at least equal to the amount to be reclaimed. I
understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax in the current tax year than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all
my donations it is my responsibility to pay any difference. I wish Tree of Hope to reclaim 25p in every pound from HMRC on all the
donations I make on or after the date of this declaration as Gift Aid.

Signature
Registered Charity in England and Wales No. 1149254 / Scotland SCO42611
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How we help...

Tree of Hope helps children and young people with a disability or illness by supporting their
families to raise the funds that they need to pay for specialist care that is not available through the
health care system.
Our staff team support Tree
of Hope families by:
• Assisting with the creation of
a Tree of Hope online fundraising 		
campaign via Just Giving
• Making fundraising tools and 		
advice available to parents
• Ensuring staff are available on
the telephone
• Enabling each campaign to claim 		
gift aid because it is part of 		
registered charity Tree of Hope
• Putting families in touch with 		
other families in similar situations 		
for moral support
• Giving greater exposure to 		
campaigns nationally through 		
being associated with a well 		
recognised charity brand
• Support with managing funds
and paying invoices

www.treeofhope.org.uk
01892 535525

Who We Help...

What you can fundraise for

• Children under the age of 18, with
access to funds up to their 25th 		
birthday

Equipment including but not limited to
trikes, hydrotherapy pools, specialist
pushchairs & sensory equipment

• Children anywhere within the UK

Therapy, including; physiotherapy, horse
riding & swimming lessons

• A child suffering from a disability, 		
illness or autism

Medical Conditions we have
helped families with (not an

exhaustive list)

Cerebral Palsy
Retts Syndrome
Downs syndrome
Global Developmental Delay
Hypermobility
Congenital Hypotonia
Epilepsy
Visual Impairments
Meningitis complications
Lebers Congenital Amaurosis
Dravet Syndrome
Hypoxic Ischemic Encephalopathy Injury
Dystonia

Operations and treatment inside and
outside of the UK
House Adaptations including sensory
gardens and bathroom adaptions
Please remember to include all
your fundraising needs at the
start of your campaign. Speak to our
Family Support Team on 01892 535525
for advice.

Registered Charity in England and Wales No. 1149254 / Scotland SCO42611

